Help your customers
enjoy the benefits of gas
no matter where they live.

Trade Guide

THE CLEANER ENERGY

About Elgas

Who We Are

Elgas can trace its history back to the 1950’s in Australia. Our forefathers pioneered the domestic provision of
LPG, and since then we have been dedicated to building an infrastructure that safely and reliably delivers LPG into
Australian homes and businesses.
In October 2008, BOC Gases acquired 100% of the shares in Elgas, previously owned by AGL Energy. This now
makes Elgas members of The Linde Group, one of the world’s largest industrial gas companies.
Today, Elgas is Australia’s leading supplier of LPG. Our network of over 250 agents and retail partners ensures
customers they won’t have to travel far to get great deals and knowledgeable advice. And with the backing of one
of the largest buying groups in the industry, you’ll get access to a wide range of leading brand gas appliances at
very competitive prices.
Now your customers can relax and enjoy the benefits of gas no matter where they live!
Did You Know?
Elgas has the world’s second largest gas storage facility.
‘The Cavern’ is a large underground storage chamber located right here in Australia!

Elgas

The Local LPG Experts
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About LPG

Liquid Petroleum Gas

How does it work?

Whilst LPG is a gas, it has the convenience of being able to be stored in a cylinder, under pressure, as a liquid.
It readily vapourises into gas as the pressure in the cylinder drops when the appliance is turned on.
A regulator on the cylinder outlet ensures a consistent pressure is safely delivered from the Elgas cylinder to the
appliance. When all appliances are turned off, the gas remains in the cylinder, ready for when it is needed again.

How is LPG different to natural gas?

Whilst LPG and natural gas are used in many similar applications, their chemical structures differ. In addition,
the supply of natural gas is only available where it is piped, whereas LPG has the convenience of being stored in
cylinders and easily transported. So if natural gas isn’t available in your customer’s area, they can still enjoy the
benefits of gas energy in their home.

Where does LPG come from?

There are two key sources of LPG. The first is a product of the oil refining process, and the second is a product
of nature, found in the same underground area that produces natural gas.

Properties of LPG
Boiling Point (Propane)
Relative Density (Propane)
Litres (Propane) / tonne
1 Litre
1 Litre
Expansion ration to vapour

Water
Air

= -42°C
= 0.51 (liquid)
= 1.53 (vapour)
= 1961
= 7 kw
= 25.4MJ
= 272

Did You Know?
LPG has a higher ‘calorific value’ than natural gas, so it burns hotter, which is particularily ideal for cooking!
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Elgas EasyGas™ Service

Safe Reliable Tanker Service

Elgas have been delivering LPG to Australian homes and businesses for over 50 years, so we’ve perfected the
way to do it! We offer a safe reliable tanker delivery service to most of our customers, it’s called EasyGas.
•

No ordering- our advanced computer systems monitor usage and schedule
deliveries without the customer having to do a thing.

•

No swapping cylinders- the permanently located cylinders are
conveniently refilled using a hose connected straight from the tanker.

•

No re-ignition of pilot lights- the gas is topped up without interruption
to the customer’s gas supply.

•

Pay for what you use- our state-of-the-art tankers measure the exact quantity of gas
supplied, and issue an invoice on the spot, so your customer only pays for the amount we fill.

•

Safety is paramount- filling cylinders on-site straight from our tanker is one of the
safest way to deliver LPG. Our modern fleet of delivery tankers are subject to
an unrivalled safety and compliance program.

Because the safety of our customers is crucial, in some cases we operate a cylinder exchange service,
so the customer can still get gas with all the benefits of being an Elgas customer.

The home may be put on cylinder exchange service due to:
•

Limited tanker access.

•

Restricted line of sight from the tanker to the cylinders.

•

Cylinder location.

•

Other compliance or safety issues.
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Elgas EasyGas™ Service

Basic Installation Information

Basic installation information
Elgas’ exclusive EasyGas delivery service uses a T-piece rather than a ‘manual change over’ or ‘automatic change
over’ regulator. When a T-piece is installed, all the cylinders are turned on and the gas is used from all cylinders
at the one time. EasyGas deliveries simply ‘top up’ all the cylinders connected to the installation. The customer
doesn’t have to worry about changing from one cylinder to another by operating the regulator change over
valve.
These are very useful in conjunction with hot water systems as the customer does not run out of hot water as one
cylinder empties. It should be noted however, that the rate of vaporisation is not increased by the inclusion of a
changeover regulator.
NOTE: The installation location for cylinders is dictated by rules laid out in AS/NZS 1596:2008 and AS 5601 (also
referred to as AG 601). Please carry these standards with you at all times, so they can be referenced to ensure
compliance.

Installation design- Why are design standards necessary?
We must design installations that will satisfy both our internal and external regulations hence why we construct
them to principles laid out in a number of Codes and Australian Standards.
The most obvious code is AS/NZS 1596:2008 ‘LP Gas Storage and Handling’ covering tank systems, components,
installation of tanks and cylinders, cylinder filling setups ie depots, auto-gas sites, operations and fire safety.
Another very important code to be fully aware of is AS 5601 ‘Gas Installation’ which defines acceptable materials,
installation methods and locations, specific appliance installation requirements and pipe sizing. It covers mainly
domestic and commercial installations.
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Elgas EasyGas™ Service

Basic Installation Information

Regulators
Having vaporised our gas, it must be supplied to the customer’s equipment at a pressure suitable for their needs.
To do this, we use regulators. A regulator is a spring-loaded device, which takes gas in at one pressure and
reduces it to a constant lower pressure. Remember, a regulator will not increase pressure, only reduce it. There
are high pressure and low pressure regulators available and each has their uses.
We use high pressure regulators on a two-stage system, in which we reduce the cylinder pressure (which may
be 800-900kPa). As this pressure reduces we can force the gas down smaller size piping towards the customers
equipment. The use of high pressure piping can lead to quite substantial savings in reticulation costs. For
instance, at 140kPa, a 20mm copper line can carry 3181MJ/hr over 20 metres, whilst at 2.75kPa the same line
will only supply 196 MJ/hr. To supply anywhere near the same amount of gas at 2.75kPa, a 50 mm line would be
necessary. The difference in material cost alone would be significant.
When we get close to the equipment, we reduce the gas pressure to the second stage, that is 2.75kPa, which is
the pressure that most LPGas equipment runs at.

Cylinder location and installation
After the required number of cylinders has been determined, serious consideration must be given to the selection
of the most accessible, but approved, site for their location.
The following should be adhered to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)
6)

Ensure the physical dimensions of the selected cylinders do not exceed the available free land space.
Ensure the distances to buildings and protected works etc conform to AS/NZS 1596:2008.
Keep in mind ease of replacement and/or filling when locating cylinders.
Set cylinders on firm base 50mm above soil level. Never bury cylinders below ground unless installing an
approved underground cylinder. or permit soil and or allow rubbish to build up around the cylinders, unless
installing an approved underground cylinder.
The regulator must be securely mounted except for 190/210kg cylinders, where the regulator may be
positioned under the dome.
Provision must be made for protection of the cylinders from impact by vehicle traffic and animals.
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Elgas EasyGas™ Service

Cylinder Safety

Cylinder safety
There are a few things that need to be kept away from your cylinders to ensure the safety of the customer and their
family.
These include all ignition sources such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power points.
Hot water systems (gas and electric).
Air conditioning units.
Lights.
Light switches.
Vents and open drains.
Open windows and doors.

The diagram below shows the clearance required by Australian Standards for all of the above items.
It is best to check with your Elgas representative about the safety of your LPG connection.
The dimension is measured from the top of any cylinder valve.

All dimensions in millimetres
NOTE: If in-situ not suitable, exchange available
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Elgas EasyGas™ Service

Copper Pipe Sizing

Copper pipe sizing
Propane Loads (megajoules per hour)
1) Simple systems using a 2-stage regulator (usually supplied as a single, integrated unit):
•
•
•

Pressure drop of 0.25 kPa
Outlet pressure from regulator 2.75 kPa
Refer to info in AS 5601:2008

2) Complex system using two regulators:
•
•

Outlet pressure from first regulator 70 kPa
Refer to info in AS 5601:2008

Note: For outlet pressures above 70 kPa, more complex regulators such as OPSP devices,
or alternative system designs will be required.

Plastic (composite) sizing
AS 5601:2008 details the use of LPG through Polyamide (Nylon II), Polythylene and UPVC Pipes.
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Cylinder Sizes
EasyGas
EasyGas cylinders are available in four sizes.
Depending on your projected usage, you will be fitted with either 45kg, 90kg, 190kg or 210kg cylinders.

Exchange cylinders
All exchange cylinders are 45kg cylinders.
Your Elgas representative can discuss the right
equipment for your needs.

Cylinder capacity/combinations
Combination of cylinders
1 x 45kg
1 x 90kg
1 x 190kg
1 x 210kg

Litres
88
176
376
410

45kg

90kg

190kg/210kg

Dimensions of Cylinders
Cylinder Type

D (mm)

L (mm)

H (mm)

45kg galvanised, insitu-fill POL vapour withdrawal

375

1075

1235

90kg galvanised, insitu-fill POL vapour withdrawal

508

1210

1340

190kg galvanised, insitu-fill POL vapour withdrawal

760

1160

1350

210kg galvanised, insitu-fill POL vapour withdrawal

760

1260

1450

Did You Know?
LPG cylinders are exceptionally resilient to the elements.
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EasyGas DownUnder™
Whether you’re an architect, a builder or
plumber, you’ll love this new and innovative
way to allow your customers to have their
own private domestic storage of LPG on their
property.
Every home owner recognises the importance
of finishing touches, which is why EasyGas
DownUnder is a must-have for the discerning
home renovator or builder.
Exclusive to Elgas, this innovative LPG storage solution
houses the entire household LPG supply underground,
with the only visible sign of the cylinder, being a small
access lid which sits flush with the ground.
•
•
•

Out of sight!
Out of the way!
Discreetly landscaped into
the garden or lawn surrounds.

The cylinder is located close to the property boundary
to facilitate hassle-free top ups from the Elgas tanker,
plus Elgas even monitor the household’s gas usage and
schedule deliveries for them.
Elgas have developed a comprehensive technical
guide for tradesmen, so please call 131 161 or email
trade@elgas.com.au and ask for your local Elgas Trade
Representative.
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Choosing LPG Appliances
Gas appliances are a great environmental choice – to make the most of their efficiency, look for
the appliances with the highest star rating. They will have lower running costs over the life of
the unit and are better for the environment. The more stars, the higher the efficiency.

Portable gas heaters*
P
T
These
heaters are cost effective to run and provide two to four times more
effective heating than electric models. Choose from radiant, convection or fane
assisted models that can easily be moved to any room* with a gas connection.
a
They boast many features such as remote controls, timers, adjustable fans and
T
vvaluable safety features.

Fixed heating
F
T
These
models are ideal for heating large, open plan living areas. The instant
heat and optional settings ensures the whole room is always cozy.
h

Gas log fires
G
C
Combining
the effectiveness of convection heating with the pure romance of a
llog fire will complete any room. These heaters are not only highly effective, they
offer a decorative centre-piece that will make your customers home the envy
o
of the neighbourhood.
o

Around the home
Whilst LPG is an accepted household fuel for heating, hot water and cooking,
there are other benefits throughout the home that deliver functionality, efficiency
a
and the same environmental benefits.
•
•
•
•

Central heating
Pool and spa heating
Standby power generation
Household appliances

N
NOTE: For appliance sizing and location and especially when using unflued
h
heaters, check with AS 5601 and any applicable state legislation.
* some areas there may be restrictions associated with unflued heating; it’s always best to check
*In
b
before installing.
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Choosing LPG Appliances
Continuous flow hot water systems
Continuous flow hot water systems work by igniting the burner when the hot
water tap is turned on. This heats the water as it passes through the heater,
meaning:
•
•
•

Hot water on demand
Heats only the water that is needed, so only pay for what is used!
More environmentally friendly, minimising Greenhouse gas emissions

Continuous flow hot water systems also provide the option of in-room controllers,
which is recommended. These allow a safe precise water temperature to be set
for every room in the house.
An LPG continuous flow hot water system is also very compact. It is wall mounted
A
so you have flexibility in where it is installed, thereby freeing up precious space
in the house or garden. Elgas can assist you with choosing just the right system
ffor your customer’s needs.

Cooking
T instant, controllable heat of a direct flame that wraps around the pan will
The
provide the ultimate cooking experience for your customer. LPG will give them
immediate heat on ignition that reponds instantly to any change in setting
and delivers a broader distribution of heat across the base of the cooking
implements.
im

Solar hot water systems
Australians love the sunshine - and we sure have plenty of it! But we can do
more than just enjoy it, we can harness the power of the sun for our own
energy needs. Using a solar system is a great way to reduce Greenhouse gas
emissions.
However, make sure it is a gas-boosted solar system, because many people
undo all the good work of installing a solar system by boosting it with an electric
system. With a gas-boosted solar hot water system there will always be plenty
of hot water available (even when the sun isn’t shining), and will vastly reduce
the cost to our environment.
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LPG - Helping Your Environment

Full Fuel Cycle CO2 -e Emissions

Fossil fuels (gas, oil, coal) are made up of different combinations of carbon and hydrogen atoms. When burnt,
carbon becomes CO2 and hydrogen becomes water. LPG’s natural benefit is that, like natural gas, it has a high
ration of hydrogen atoms compared to carbon atoms. This results in lower CO2 emissions compared to ‘heavier’
fuels such as petrol, diesel or coal.
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Did You Know?

Switching from an electric hot water system to a 5 star LPG continuous flow hot water system can reduce the
Greenhouse gas emissions produced from hot water usage by 75%. The ability to store Elgas LPG as a liquid makes
it an energy efficient fuel to transport. On the other hand, 69% of electricity produced is lost in its transmission and
conversion – neither energy efficient nor environmentally friendly.
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Your Safety Checklist
Elgas is committed to the safety of our customers and the communities we live in. With your added support, we
can work together to ensure the very best quality of care for everyone by:
•

Ensuring that all gas installations and service work is carried out by licensed and authorised tradesmen.

•

Ensuring all equipment connected is designed and approved for LPG. Appliances should carry the
ALPGA (Australian Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association) badge.

•

Advising your customers to service their appliances.

•

Ensuring that ventilation is provided in any room where an unflued (no chimney or external vent)
appliance is operating. Regulations also prevent unflued appliances in bedrooms and bathrooms, in all
states.

•

Gas has a distinct smell, which you may notice when lighting an appliance. The family should be
familiar with the smell in case there is a leak or an appliance is turned on without being ignited. See
emergency instructions, if you suspect a gas leak below.

Did You Know? LPG is odourless. A chemical called Ethylmercaptan is added to LPG to give it a rotten-egg smell so
you can detect gas leaks.

Emergency Instructions
Emergency response number: 1800 819 783 or check for a number listed on your cylinder.
Elgas can be contacted 24 hours a day
For Emergencies (Police, Fire or Ambulance) contact 000
If you or your customer suspects a gas leak, call the emergency response number and turn off the cylinder valve(s)
by rotating clockwise. This should remove all danger until help arrives. As an added precaution, make sure the
area is well ventilated to disperse any gas, and remove or turn off all flames and other sources of ignition such as
pilot lights in hot water systems or ducted heating units.

If there is a fire

Fire, at or near the cylinders should be immediately reported to the fire authorities, and to Elgas. However, remember
that gas tank and cylinder installations regularly survive even the extremes of bushfires. In case
of fire, turn off the cylinder valve(s) and leave the cylinders upright and secured. They will noisily discharge gas if
they get very hot, a safety feature to keep the pressure in the cylinder down. The situation can be readily handled
by trained people so please vacate the premises and leave the situation to the experts.
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Notes

Frequently used telephone numbers:
Name

Phone

Name

Phone

www.elgas.com.au
ACT
9 Lithgow St
Fyshwick ACT 2609
New South Wales
21 Kylie Cres
Batemans Bay NSW 2536
27 Upper St
Bega NSW 2550
22 Holbeche Rd
Blacktown NSW 2148
27 Isles Dr
Coffs Harbour NSW 2450
1 Kaiser St
Cooma NSW 2630
Five Islands Rd
Cringila NSW 2501
64 Fitzroy St
Dubbo NSW 2830
18 Jusfrute Dr
Gosford West NSW 2250

50 Pound St
Grafton NSW 2460
35 Megalong St
Katoomba NSW 2780
165 Molesworth St
Lismore NSW 2480
17 John Fraser Pl
Port Macquarie NSW 2444
200 Peel St
Tamworth NSW 2340
c/- Manning Gas
7 Bent St Taree NSW 2430
11 Walker St
Warners Bay NSW 2282
Northern Territory
1227 Winnellie Rd
Winnellie NT 0820
58 Elder St
Alice Springs NT 0870

Phone 131 161

Email: trade@elgas.com.au

Queensland
585 Ingham Rd
Bohle QLD 4818

South Australia
Old Sturt Hwy
Berri SA 5343

13-15 Alexandra St
Bundaberg QLD 4670

1 Newfield Rd
Para Hills West SA 5096

Cnr Hutchinson & Taree Sts
Burleigh QLD 4220

Victoria
61 McMillan St
Bairnsdale VIC 3875

10-12 Ponzo St
Cairns QLD 4870
39 Corbould Rd
Coolum Beach QLD 4573
Tanker St
Lytton QLD 4178
Cnr Anzac & Anne Sts
Proserpine QLD 4800
31 Briggs Rd
Raceview QLD 4305
595 Ruthven St
Toowoomba QLD 4350

147 Northern Hwy
PO Box 355
Echuca VIC 3564
131 Stawell Rd
Horsham VIC 3402
180 Heales Rd
Lara VIC 3212

235 Myrtle St
Myrtleford VIC 3737
Standing Dr
Traralgon VIC 3844
8-10 Dickson St
Warrnambool VIC 3280
Cnr Thomas Mitchell Dr
& Pearce St
Wodonga VIC 3690
16 Dryden Crt
Woodend VIC 3442
Western Australia
2 Uppsala Pl
Canning Vale WA 6155

36 Lemnos North Rd
Lemnos VIC 3631

287 Place Rd
Geraldton WA 6530

Perry St
Mildura VIC 3500

54 Great Eastern Hwy
Kalgoorlie WA 6430

331-347 Police Rd
Mulgrave VIC 3170
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